
Which diversity measures work?
What are North America & Europe’s Unicorns doing to improve their 
gender balance, and which measures correlate with the best results?
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This report looks into the gender divide (particularly in senior positions) at 20 B2B 
software Unicorns in North America and Europe.

It also analyses how D&I initiatives undertaken by the Unicorns correlate with the 
proportion and tenure of females in leadership, the proportion of females within the 

whole workforce, and Glassdoor scores. 

What is this report about?2



What we’ve studied: company data3

We’ve used a combination of publicly available information on LinkedIn and Glassdoor, 
software which predicts gender based on individuals’ first names and data published by 
Unicorns to find the following data points:

● Percentage of VP/CXO/Founders that we assume are female, based on their first 
name

● Tenure of female VP/CXO/Founders
● Percentage of all staff that are female, based on their first name
● Glassdoor scores of each Unicorn



What we’ve studied: diversity initiative data4

For each of the Unicorns included in the research, we have reviewed their publicly available D&I (Diversity & 
Inclusion) information to understand if they have carried out any of the following initiatives in the last three years:

● Worked with external community groups
● Set up internal affinity groups
● Released a statement from the CEO or one of the Founders about inclusion at their organisation
● Published an official D&I statement
● Set D&I goals
● Appointed at least one female CXO
● Appointed a dedicated head of D&I

We have also reviewed length of fully-paid Maternity and Paternity leave for companies based in the USA, where 
there is no obligation for employers to give paid parental leave.



Notes5

This report only looks at an estimate of the female proportion of workforces in the Unicorn companies outlined in the previous slide, in comparison to 
initiatives undertaken to include all people of non cis male genders. When we refer to a group of people in the subsequent slides as ‘leaders that are 
female’ or ‘staff that are female’ we have abbreviated this from the full explanation, which should be ‘leaders that we have identified as having a 
traditionally female first name’ or ‘staff that we have identified as having a traditionally female first name’. 

Non-Binary, Transgender, Gender Non-Conforming, Bi-gender, Transfeminine and Transmasculine 
In an ideal situation, we would have included these gender groups alongside ‘female’ and ‘male’ to get a full picture of the levels of inclusion of all 
genders in the Unicorns we studied. However, we were not able to find gender prediction software that could provide this and so - for this reason - we 
have categorised the names of people as ‘female’ or ‘male’ or ‘not identifiable as a male or female conforming name’. 

Correlation vs Causation
This research covers Correlation only. Causation would ideally be addressed by conversation and dialogue. We did contact People, Ops, and D&I 
focussed employees at each of the companies included in the research for this reason, but they all declined to be interviewed. 

Ethnicity and sexual orientation
Under GDPR regulations we are not allowed to assume the ethnicity or sexual orientation of a person unless they give us explicit consent to do so. All 
of the Unicorns declined to collaborate on this project, and the majority of them (12 out of 20) do not publish their ethnic or sexual orientation 
breakdown, therefore we were not able to research these fields. We really hope that this changes in the future so that we can create a more open and 
transparent industry.

If you are reading this report and have any suggestions for how we might improve on this - please do let us know. 



Part 2: Is there a correlation between 
D&I initiatives and the gender 

diversity of a Unicorn’s workforce?
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Which D&I initiatives correlate with positive outcomes? 
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As mentioned earlier in this report, for each of the Unicorns included in the research we have reviewed their 
publicly available information to understand if they have carried out any of the following initiatives in the last 
three years:

● Worked with external community groups
● Set up internal community groups (e.g. women’s groups within the Unicorns)
● Released a statement from the CEO or one of the Founders about inclusion at their organisation
● Published an official Diversity and Inclusion statement
● Set Diversity and Inclusion goals
● Appointed at least one female CXO
● Appointed a dedicated head of Diversity and Inclusion

Let’s take a look at which of these are correlated with long tenure of female leaders, high proportions of female 
leaders, a high proportion of female staff, and Glassdoor scores. 



Working with external community groups
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3.94 versus

3.88

The average score on Glassdoor

34% versus

25%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.78 versus 
1.73

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that work with external community groups versus the stats for those 
that don’t. The stats for those that do are in green, and those that don’t in grey.

24% versus

12%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Setting up internal community groups
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4.02 versus

3.79

The average score on Glassdoor

34% versus

28%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.69 versus 
1.84

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have internal community groups versus the stats for those that 
don’t. The stats for those that do are in green, and those that don’t in grey.

21% versus

19%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Released a statement from the CEO or one of the Founders about inclusion at their organisation
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3.87 versus

4.03

The average score on Glassdoor

33% versus

30%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.88 versus 
1.50

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have released a statement from the CEO/Founder versus the stats 
for those that haven’t. The stats for those that have are in green, and those that haven’t in grey.

23% versus

17%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Published an official Diversity and Inclusion statement
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4.08 versus

3.83

The average score on Glassdoor

36% versus

29%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.78 versus 
1.73

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have published an official D&I statement versus the stats for those 
that haven’t. The stats for those that have are in green, and those that haven’t in grey.

26% versus

17%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Set Diversity and Inclusion goals
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4.27versus

3.74

The average score on Glassdoor

38% versus

28%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.97versus 
1.63

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have set D&I goals versus the stats for those that haven’t. The stats 
for those that have are in green, and those that haven’t in grey.

26% versus

18%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Appointed at least one female CXO
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4.14 versus

3.67

The average score on Glassdoor

36% versus

27%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

2.09 versus 
1.32

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have appointed at least one female CXO versus the stats for those 
that haven’t. The stats for those that have are in green, and those that haven’t in grey.

23% versus

17%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



Appointed a dedicated head of Diversity and Inclusion
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4.38 versus

3.73

The average score on Glassdoor

34% versus

31%

The average proportion of all staff that 
are female

The average tenure of female leaders

1.78 versus 
1.73

… the below shows the stats for Unicorns that have appointed a dedicated head of D&I versus the stats for those 
that haven’t. The stats for those that have are in green, and those that haven’t in grey.

21% versus

21%

The average proportion of leaders that 
are female



And if we flip the dimension of the data...15

…to look at the measurements of female inclusion and how each initiative 
correlates with positive outcomes… 



The correlation of each D&I initiative with the percentage of females in leadership roles 
(VP/CXO/Founder)
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The correlation of each D&I initiative with the percentage of females in the overall workforce
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The correlation of each D&I initiative with the tenure of females in leadership roles (VP/CXO/Founder)
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The correlation of each D&I initiative with the Glassdoor score of each Unicorn
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Rank, in terms of positive correlation 
with female inclusion Initiative

1 Set diversity goals

2 Have at least one female CXO

3 Work with external community groups

4 Publish a diversity statement

5 Publish the proportion of their staff that are female

6 Have a dedicated head of diversity

7 The CEO/Founder has made a public statement about diversity

8 Set up internal community groups

And if we look at all of the initiatives and how they correlate with the four measures of female 
inclusion...
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These initiatives have been ranked here based on an average rank across each of the four measures of female inclusion: percentage 
of leaders that are female, tenure of female leaders, percentage of the whole organisation that are female, and Glassdoor scores. 



Let’s look in more detail at the top three D&I measures and who is doing them well...
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Rank, in terms of positive correlation 
with female inclusion Initiative

1 Set diversity goals

2 Have at least one Female CXO

3 Work with external community groups



#1. Setting diversity goals
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The companies analysed in this report that publish their diversity goals are shown below, along with links to 
where you can find more information about their diversity goals. 

Links to diversity goals:
Gusto - https://engineering.gusto.com/its-not-just-about-the-numbers/
Pendo - https://www.pendo.io/diversity-and-inclusion/
Gitlab - https://about.gitlab.com/handbook/people-group/people-success-performance-indicators/#key-performance-indicators

https://engineering.gusto.com/its-not-just-about-the-numbers/
https://www.pendo.io/diversity-and-inclusion/
https://about.gitlab.com/handbook/people-group/people-success-performance-indicators/#key-performance-indicators


#2. Having at least one female CXO
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Some of the companies that have at least one female CXO are shown below, along with their average tenure for 
female leaders…. 

Company Tenure of female leaders, on average

Darktrace 3.74

Intercom 2.47

Confluent 2.36

Gusto 2.93

AppLovin 2.37

Average 1.75



#3. Working with external community groups
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Some of the companies that work with external community groups are outlined below, along with the names of 
the groups that they work with...

Company Groups

Gusto Ladycoders Conference, TechGirlz, Girl Scouts of Colorado

iZettle
The Stockholm Dual Career Network, The Ramp Project (Stockholm 
School of Economics), Tjejer Kodar: a programming community for 
women

Pendo Momentum Learning

Slack Rising Tides, Carrot, YearUp

Checkout.com Girls Day, WomenTech Conference

Talkdesk Geek Girls



In summary...25

This section has looked at how certain D&I initiatives correlate with measurements 
of female inclusion (amount and tenure of female leaders; amount of female 

employees; positive Glassdoor reviews).

We were able to conclude that the D&I initiatives that correlate with the highest 
levels of female inclusion are:

1. Setting diversity goals
2. Having at least one female CXO

3. Working with external community groups



This report was brought to you by…
Maddy Cross, Talent Director, Notion Capital - linkedin.com/in/maddycross 

With huge thanks to Happy Fiala, Stephan Thoma, Sinead Daly and David Barker for their input. 

This report is published by Notion, 91 Wimpole Street, London W1G 0EF.

Registered address: 91 Wimpole Street, London W1G 0EF.

Notion (OC364955) is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Thank you
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